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“There’s a wonderful sense of place to this quaint 
little Italian town “ The Telegraph

“It’s a credible location, on the surface, rather than an obvious playground for the usual Hitman antics [....]

There’s a much greater sense of being dropped into a living area, incognito,  and either fitting in as best you

can or creating chaos as you go.” ROCKPAPERSHOTGUN

“World of Tomorrow is about exploiting the gaps in a idyllic coastal town's sprawling landmass and

its accompanying social and commercial circles. Sapienza seems sleepy, with its winding cobbled roads,

half-hearted street entertainers, and tightly-packed alleys filled with ice creams shops and florists,

but its sprawling nature means more places to get in, and more people to exploit”. VIDEO GAMER

“the biggest difference is the lax, vacation vibe given off by both an ocean town dotted with apartments painted in 
primary colors and tourists in floral prints and a more languid pace to the actual mission.” Destructoid

Whether it's a street performer entertaining a group of tourists, an off-duty waiter taking a leak,
or a priest who's flustered to see you barge into the middle of a confession, there are numerous vignettes that 
made me snicker and buy into the idea that Sapienza is a functioning community.”  GAMESPOT
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How do you design everyday life?

Believable



Goffman
Frontstage/backstage

Bourdieu
Social spaces







Private

Private Professional             Trespass :  Requires a disguise

Private Personal

Social spaces in Hitman

Public 

Public Purpose                      Available from the start

Public Rule



PUBLIC

Very few and vague 

social rules. 

No social enforcers. 

Good spots to let the 

player breathe and get 

an overview

Example: Town Square



PUBLIC PURPOSE 

Few rules, still no 

social enforcer. 

Good for showcasing 

gameplay

Good spaces for 

creating life and flow 

in the level

Example: back alley



PUBLIC RULE

Strong Social rules. 

Will always have social 

enforcers. 

Great for roleplaying

Great for 

communicating 

trespass rules and 

social stealth

Example: Church



PRIVATE

Vague social rules

Great for stealth

Good for “breathers” 

and safe spaces

Example: private alley



PRIVATE 

PROFESSIONAL

Strong social rules.

Social and gameplay 

enforcers

Good for social stealth

Good for roleplaying

Example: Kitchen



PRIVATE PERSONAL

Strong Social rules 

Great for rewarding the 

player 

Great for stealth and 

social stealth

Great for Roleplaying

Example: Observatory
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Findings 

● Public spaces are very useful and very important in general. 

They represent the initial agency of the player (no outfits, keys or tools)

● Public rule spaces are extremely powerful when wanting to play with expectation and 

role-playing

● Private Personal Spaces manifests the “Backstage” experience which is very 

empowering and rewarding to the player

● By using the whole palette, it is easier to create a level that feels varied, complex and 

believable.



Objective 

● Large and meaningful public spaces

● Public Rule Spaces that plays with player expectations

● Rewarding Personal Spaces that reveals details about the target

● Uses the whole “social space palette”
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● Large and meaningful public spaces

Whittleton Creek
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● Rule Spaces that plays with player expectations

WHITTLETON CREEK



● Rule Spaces that plays with player expectations

ISLE OF SGAIL
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● Rewarding Personal Spaces that reveals details about the target
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Formalized Knowledge

Developed Terminology

• Fortress

• Dweller

• Roamer

• Snail house

Got us talking
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